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- Loggerhead turtles are an important natural resource in Florida. Numerous organizations, operating under guidelines and permits issued by the Florida Department of Environmental
Protection (FDEP), conduct organized turtle watches to provide the public with the opportunity to
observe a nesting loggerhead turtle. To develop recommendations designed to enhance ecotourism
activities on sea turtle nesting beaches, we distributed questionnaires to 1319 participants of
organized turtle watches in Florida during the 1994 sea turtle nesting season; we received 488
completed responses. The program is viewed very positively and almost all respondents would
recommend it. Demand for participation has always exceeded availability, and this lack of tourist
accessibility is currently the program's greatest drawback. Our primary recommendation is that the
current program should be expanded. Approximately one third ofrespondents indicated that they
had previously been unable to participate because of limited availability. We recommend that turtle
eggs not be handled by participants and that participants view a video depicting the nesting process
prior to actually observing a turtle on the beach. These recommendations and current FDEP
guidelines, although designed specifically for Florida beaches, may be applicable to sea turtle watch
programs elsewhere. When conducted under proper conditions, ecotourism on sea turtle nesting
beaches will benefit both visitors and sea turtle conservation efforts. However, the activities of
visitors must be regulated so that the turtle population is not jeopardized.

Knv wonns. - Reptilia; Testudines; Cheloniidae; Caretta caretta; sea turtlel conservation; managementl ecotourism; organized turtle watch; participant survey; USA
Three species of sea turtle (loggerhead, Caretta caretta;

green, Chelonia mydas; and leatherback, Dermochelys
coriacea) regularly lay eggs in Florida, but numbers of
loggerhead nests far exceed those of the other two species.

In recent years loggerhead turtles have deposited approximately 65,000 egg clutches during the May through August
nesting season (Meylan et al., 1995).
Adult female loggerheads are easily viewed when they
come ashore to nest. They exhibit stereotypic nesting behavior (Hailman and Elowsotr, 1992) and take about 1.5 hrs to
complete the nesting process (Johnson et zl., in press).
Various public and private organizations in Florida conduct
supervised turtle watches each summer to allow the public
an opportunity to observe a nesting loggerhead. Over 10,000
people annually participate in the state's turtle watch program (Florida Department of Environmental Protection
IFDEP], unpublished data). Organizations conduct turtle
watches under permits issued by FDEP and follow regulations established by this agency. These regulations define and
delimit such parameters as the number of registered participants in the group, position of the group around the tuftle,
timing of approach to the turtle, use of lights and flash photography, as well as handling of eggs by parricipanrs (Table l).
We conducted research in 1993 and 1994 to determine
what influence organrzed turtle watch groups have on nesting behavior and hatchling production of loggerhead turtles

t.ttt", -q*sts to Steve A. Johnson at Department of Wildlife
Ecology and Conservation.

lAddr=s.t

(Johnson et al., 1994,, in press). During the 1994 season we
distributed questionnaires to participants in F'lorida's organized turtle watch program. The questionnaire was developed with advice from a technical advisory team, which is
comprised of representatives from state and federal management agencies and organtzations that conduct turtle watches,
well as sea turtle biologists. The purpose of the question-

as

naire was to collect data that would allow us to make
recommendations to enhance the experience of participants
without compromising success of sea turtle nests. In this
paper we present questionnaire results and recommendations for guidelines governing Florida's sea turtle watch
program. Although designed for activities allowed during
organtzed turtle watches on Florida beaches, these recommendations may be applicable to sea turtle watch programs
in other parts of the world.

METHODS
Supervised Turtle Watches. Prior to observing a
turtle, participants meet shortly after dusk at a central location, such as a state park visitor's center or at apublic beach
access. An interpretive program, usually consisting of a
lecture and slide show, is then presented by the turtle watch
leader. The presentation covers sea turtle biology and conservation, laws protecting sea turtles and their nests, and
procedures to be followed during the turtle watch. While the
interpretive program is underway, or immediately thereafter,
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Table 1. Parlial list of FDEP guidelines regulating organized turrle
ri atches in Florida.

' Tunle

'
'

'

watches may only be conducted with loggerhead turtles.
Intetpretive programs which incorporate accurate, updated information
rrn Se& turtle conservation and biology are mandatory.
Group size shall not exceed 25 participants per guide-with the total _sroup
.ize not to exceed 50 individuals.
._ ...q|- flashlights. by-participant.s is not permitted. The use of low intensity
:i;:hlight-s is limited to the walk leader and permitted scouts only. After
-f P.rt-rlichin-e the tuftle, one light may be used by the group leader oi a scout
.,r illunrinate the nest cavity so that participants can obierve e_qg deposi-

irrrll. The light may not be turned on the turtle until after covering is
-rderu'ay.
' l-inle u'atch leaders and scouts are encouraged to invite persons who are
-- trfl their own looking for turtles to join the group.

' .::

leader or scout must exercise great caution wtren exposin,e the nest so
.'r ltrt to disturb the turtle. At no time should sand be allowed to fall into

::3 nest chamber.

' ?."nicipants

must be instructed to stay with the group and remain quiet at
'-^ times. During the entire watch, the group must iemain together. The
rlay not approach the turtle until egg deposition is welf underway.
-i:t-tup
P:nicipants, scouts, and the leader musf approach from the rear and
::nrain behind the nesting tuftle during egg deposition. At the principal

::rniit holder's discretion, a single egg may

be iemoved from th^e nest^by
euide and passed around for the participants to touch. The egg must be

::e
::turned to the nest before egg deposition is completed.
' Contact (light touching) ryitlt the nesting female is permitted only after all

:-iS-. have been deposited. Contact must not irnpede nest coverin-e or the

::nle's return to the ocean.

' The use of fluth photography and lights for filming is nor permitted.
' \t-t lllore than four turtle watches per seven day week may be conducted
.r the selected beach area.

:rained personnel (scouts) search the adjacent beach for a turtle
:net has recently emerged from the sea to nest. During the
isal'ch for the turtle, the group waits at the beach access point.
Once a turtle is encountered, the scouts and the group

-:ader escort participants to the site of the nesting turtle.
\\ hile traveling to the turtle, the group remains together and

',,,elks along the water's edge. The
leader walks slightly
of
the group to ensure that other turtles that rnay be
"head
:nrer-qing in the vicinity are not frightened by the group. If
.rr e rnerging turtle is sighted, the group is instructed to squat
Jou n and remain still until the female is either well up the

reach or returns to the surf. After the turtle that is to be
,rbserved by the group begins oviposition, the leader or a
r.-out carefully excavates sand from behind the turtle to
reveal the nest chamber and the egg laying process. When
.'rr iposition is well underway the participants move to within
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entire nesting process (Fig. 1). After the turtle finishes
nesting and returns to the sea, the group is escorted back to
the initial beach access location. Under current regulations,
only one loggerhead per night (and no individuals of any
other species) may be watched by the group. FDEP regula-

tions prohibit groups from conducting organized turtle
watches for profit. However, some organ tzatrons request a
nominal donation from participants, and some turtle watches
are held in state parks which have entrance fees.

Participant Questionnaires.

-

Questionnaires (Table

2) were distributed during the 1994 sea turtle nesting season

by six organtzations conducting turtle watches at locations
along the east coast of Florida: Merritt Island National
Wildlife Refuge (north Brevard County), Sea Turtle Preservation Society (central Brevard County), Sebastian Inlet
State Recreation Area (Indian River County), Florida power
and Light Company (St. Lucie Counry), John D. MacArthur

Beach State Park (Palm Beach County), and John u. Lloyd
Beach State Recreation Area (Broward County). At the end

of the turtle watch, surveys were given to all registered
participants over the age of 15 years. At all sites except
central Brevard County, questionnaires were enclosed in
postage-paid, addressed envelopes, and participants were
asked to return them by mail. At the location in central
Brevard County, completed questionnaires were collected
immediately following turtle watches. All organtzations
operated under permits issued by FDEP and adhered to
guidelines regulating organized turtle watches.
For the final survey question (Table 2), a relative value
of importance was calculated for each of the eight possible
"enhancements." For each questionnaire a value of 3.0 was
given for the enhancement that the participant ranked as
most important, a value of 2.0 for the second most important
item, and a value of 1.0 for the third. For comparison among
enhancement ranks, the total value of each item was summed
and percentage of the overall total was calculated. Distribu-

tions of first choice enhancement options for the four age
groups were compared using a k-sample chi-square test.

RESULTS

I terv meters of the turtle but stay behind the turtle during the

of I 148 distributed surveys to be returned by mail, we
receive d 437 (38Vo); 17l questionnaires were adminisrered
and collected on site in central Brevard County. Of the 608
questionnaires received, 488 were completed according to

instructions, and results were compiled from only these
responses.

Participants initially became aware of Florida's orgamzed turtle watch program through a variety of sources. The

news media, primarily newspaper articles, were the source
for 377o; friends or relatives for 427o,, clubs, environmental

1. Turtle watch group observing
Iigqt.
Florida.

a nesring loggerhead in

organtzations, schools, and employers for I6Vo; hotels,
billboards, or mag azine ads for 3Vo; and others for 2Vo.
Most respondents (997o) were from the uS, two individuals were from France, and three from the United Kingdom. of the US respondents, 429 (89Vo) were residents of
Florida, and lITo were from 26 other states.
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Table 2. Organized turtle watch participant questionnaire.
How did you find out about the public tuftle watch pro-qraln'J (circle one)
A) Newspaper afticle B) Through your hotel C) Magazine ad
D) From a friend E) Other (please specify)County
Where do you live? Country
State
Please indicate which of the followin-e best describes yolrr situation.
(circle letter)
. Came to area for one ni-9ht to watch sea turtles.....
.... A
. Had not initially planned to watch sea turtles during visit to area .. B
. Had planned to watch sea turtles during visit to area
....... C
. Resident of the area .
....... D
. . . 16 - 30
Your age'? (circle one)
3l - 45 46 - 60 over 60
Is this the first time you have seen a sea turtle nest'? (circle one)
YES NO
Have yoll previously been unable to participate in a public
turtle watch because all openings were already filled? (circle one)
YES NO
If the oppoftunity to participate in this public turtle watch had
not been available would you have gone out on your own
(or with friends or family) to observe a nestin-e tr"rrtle? (circle one)
YES NO
Would you recommend this program to a friend'J (circle one)
YES NO
Which of the following do you feel would enhance
your turtle watching experience the most?
(indicate yoLrr first 3 choices, l-2-3,1 being most important)
_ . Taking flash photographs
'Touching the turtle
. Getting closer to the turtle
_
' Receiving educational literature
.
two turtles the same night
_
-_ . Watching
Handling an e_q,q
_ . Having fewer people in the tufile watch -qroup
_ . Watching a video of the nesting process prior to going on the beach
Please use the back of this form for any additionalcomments on how you feel
this program could be improved to enhance the experience of the obselver.

I-

1996

were the three lowest ranked options (Table 3). Whether or
not respondents had handled an egg during their turtle watch
did not significantly influence their rank of this option (Xt =
0. 108 , P > 0.05). Additionally, respondents commented that
flash photography and egg handling should not be allowed
because they felt that these activities might be harmful to the
turtle or the nest. Age had a significant effect on enhancement option preferences. The distributions of the first choice
enhancement options are significantly different among age
classes (Fig. 2; Xt - 48.J, df - 21, P < 0.001).

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We have developed recommendations for Florida's
turtle watch program based on responses to the questionnaire, results of a study on effects of organtzed turtle watches
on loggerhead nesting behavior and hatchling production
(Johnson et al., 1994, in press), and observations from 94
organrzed turtle watches which one of us (SAJ) attended
during the 1993 and 1994 nesting seasons. Table 4 summarizes our recommendations, each of which is discussed in
detail below. These recommendations are designed to enhance the experience of turtle watch participants without

Of the Florida residents, 677o were from the county in

sacrificing sea turtle hatchling production.
Our recommendations may also be pertinent to other
sea turtle ecotourism programs around the world. Because of
numerous factors, guidelines regulating turtle watch pro-

which the turtle watch was held. Twenty percent of all
respondents came to the area for one night to observe a
nesting sea turtle. Most of these tourists were apparently

grams on nesting beaches vary greatly. The work of Campbell
(1994), Jacobson and Lopez (1994), and Johnson et al.
(1994, in press) represent the first studies to evaluate the

from central Florida (Orange, Seminole, and Volusia counties). An additional l5To of all respondents had planned to
watch sea turtle nesting during their stay in the area, and3%a
had not originally planned to attend an organized turtle
watch during their visit to the coast.
Age classes of respondents were the following: l47a
from 16-30 years, 40Vo from 3145, 26Vo from 46-60, and
20Vo over 60 years. Most people (75 Vo) indicated that this
was the first time that they had watched a sea turtle nest.
Demand for participation in organized turtle watches in
Florida is great. Thirty percent of respondents had been
previously unable to participate in a turtle watch because all

influence of visitor activities on sea turtle nesting behavior
and hatchling production. Results from these studies and our
turtle watch participant survey provide much needed information that may lead to improved guidelines for visitor
activities on beaches elsewhere in the world. While some of
our recommendations are specific to Florida, others are
applicable to most sea turtle nesting beaches where turtle
watches are held. On most nesting beaches, for example,

openings had already been filled.
During inte{pretive programs watch leaders presented
information to discourage people from trying to observe a
nesting turtle on their own. Despite this information, 327o of
respondents indicated that they would have ventured onto
the beach unsupervised in an attempt to find a turtle if they
had not been able to participate in the program.
Respondents viewed Florida's turtle watch program
highly favorably. Almost all (484 out of 488) indicated that
they would recommend the program to a friend.
Of the potential enhancements (Table 2,,last question),

number of participants that should be allowed on a turtle
watch involves compromise. The primary concern is that
group size should not be so large as to cause unnecessary
disturbance to the turtle. We found no significant correlation
between number of people present (range - l6 to 65) and
duration of oviposition, covering, or camouflaging phases
for loggerhead turtles in Florida (Johnson et a1., in press).

FDEP guidelines and our recommendations regarding flash
photography, egg handling, and possibly group size, would
likely enhance the experience of the tourist while minimizing deleterious effects to the turtle and nest.
Determination of the ideal
Turtle Watch Group Size.

However, presence of a turtle watch group is known to
influence duration of loggerhead camouflaging behavior

video of the nesting process prior to going on the beach were
the two highest ranked options (Table 3). Getting closer to

although not hatchling production (Johnson et al., in press).
We received questionnaires from attendees in turtle
watch groups of varying sizes (mean group size = 31.0, SD
= 12.8). The most highly ranked enhancement option was

the turtle, taking flash photographs, and handling an egg

reduction in number of participants (Table 3). However,

having fewer people present in the group and viewing

a
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Table 3. Iurportance values of organized turtle watch participant
-'

.-.

lr.urcetrtent options.

ranked No. ranked

No.

-'tltrll

f

irst

ll8
lr0
69
61
31

3l
39
32

second

No. rarnked Sum of

third

59
79
51
48

ranks'i'

50
16
50
56

522
507
365

5r

55

58
34

47

344
259
256

3r

2t6

t9

45

lt9

S:e \lethods for an explanation of this cate-eory.

,.:nitin-e organized turtle watch group size to fewer than
- -.n'ently allowed is not practical. Demand for participation
.:. the pro-qram always greatly exceeds availability. Decreas:r

g the number of registered participants allowed would

:ilr

a-g._gravate

this situation. On the other hand, Er increase

.. the number of registrants beyond 50 might result in

a

- r gnificant increase in disturbance to turtles while diminishinq the positive experience of the participant.
Turtle watch leaders should direct participants to ex'-han-ee positions around the turtle periodically so that all
group members are able to see the nesting process. This
rni-ght address the respondents' desire to have fewer people
in the turtle watch group without further limiting access.
However, we strongly endorse the FDEP guideline that
tr,rrtle watch leaders invite unaccompanied persons encollntered on the beach to join the turtle watch group. This is an
ercellent opportunity to involve unsupervised individuals in
an organized turtle watch.
Expcutsion of filoricla's Turtle watch Progronl
To
allow more people to view a nesting loggerhead, we recomrurend that Florida's turtle watch program be expanded. This
cor,rld be accomplished by increasing the number of permitted org anizattons that conduct turtle watches in the state and
by allowing organizations currently involved with the progratn to increase the number of watches they conduct each

nesting season.

Some of the organizations now participating in the
program,, such as various wildlife refuges and state parks and
recreation areas, do not norrnally conduct as many turtle
watches per week as allowed under the present FDE,P
1

00%
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ffi
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75%
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25%
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-45 46-60
Age Group

flash Photography
touctr Turtle
closer to Turtle
Ltrcrafire
Watch Two Turiles

nanote Egg
Fewer People
warcn Vtdeo

Over60

Figure 2.Distribution of flrst choice enhancement options among
the four age groups. Distributions are significantly different among

the four groups.
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guidelines. Some also restrict their watch schedule to the
peak time of loggerhead nesting season. Because lack of
funding for personnel to lead watches may limit schedules,
implementing volunteer programs might enable some organizations to increase the number of watches they conduct
each summer.
Presently, FDEP regulations limit the number of turtle
watches conducted in a selected beach area to four turtle
watches per week (Table 1). Raising this limit would allow
all organizations to conduct more watches each summer.
However, the influence of such an increase on sea turtle
nesting success is unknown and needs to be studied.
For all sites where questionnaires were distributed for

this study, respondents commented on the difficulty of
making reservations for a turtle watch. For example, in 1993
staff of the Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge scheduled 25 watches. Prior to the nesting season they placed a
small ad in a local paper stating that reservations would be
taken during one day only. Within a 6-hour period, all 1000
slots were filled, and an estimated 2500 people were denied
access to the refuge's public turtle watches that year (K.
Whaley, pers. cotl'u'tL ). In both 1993 and 1994, all organized

turtle watches conducted by the Sea Turtle Preservation
Society were filled weeks in advance of the scheduled
watch date.
Disturbance to nesting females has been identified as
the most serious threat resulting from the presence of humans on sea turtle nesting beaches (National Marine Fisher-

ies Service and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

199

l).

Human disturbance of female loggerheads attempting to lay
eggs has been shown to cause turtles to shift nesting beach
locations, delay oviposition, and choose poor nest sites (T.
Murph!, pers. contrn.). Presence of tourists on sea turtle
nesting beaches has also been implicated as the cause of
observed changes in nesting patterns both within and between nesting seasons (Arianoutsou, 1988; Fangman and
Rittmaster, 1994; Jacobson and Lopez, 1994). Much of this
disturbance, at least in Florida, is caused by unsupervised
individuals
those people, not involved in organrzed
- who wander the beach at night duringturtle
watch groups,
sea
turtle nesting season. Many unsupervised individuals are
unaware of, or unable to reserve a space in, organtzed tr-rrtle
watches. One third of turtle watch participants who returned
our questionnaires indicated that had the opportunity to
participate in this program not been available, they would
have gone out on their own in an attempt to observe a ne sting

turtle.

During our study we counted as many as 80 unsLlpervised persons per night roaming a 3 km stretch of beach. We
observed many sea turtles return to the sea without nesting
because of disturbance by well-meaning individuals trying
to view a nesting turtle. The magnitude of this issue was
reinforced by members of the technical advisory team, who
unanimously expressed concern about the severity of disturbance to nesting turtles from unsupervised individuals.

While increasing the availability of permitted turtle
watches would not reduce the absolute number of people on
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Table 4. Recommendations for enhancing guidelines regulating
or-eanized turtle watches in Florida.

l. As currently stipulated in FDEP guidelines, turtle watch

group

size should remain limited to 25 persons per guide with total
group size not to exceed 50 registered participants.
2. Flodda's turtle watch program should be expanded to include more
permitted organizations and to increase the number of watches
conducted by organizations currently involved with the program.
3. Current FDEP guidelines should remain the same with regard to
timing of group approach and positioning around the turtle.
4. Current FDEP guidelines regarding excavation of sand to expose
the nest chamber should remain the same.
5. Participants should not be allowed to handle an egg, nor should
an egg be removed for viewing purposes.

6. As currently stipulated in FDEP guidelines, the use of flash
photography and lights for filming purposes should not be
allowed.
7. When facilities permit, a video depicting all phases of nesting
behavior should be shown to participants prior to going on the
beach.

the beach, it would reduce the level of disturbance to sea
turtles by incorporating unsupervised individuals into organized turtle watches. T'his would concentrate people into
groups, and the activities of the groups would be regulated
to mintmtze disturbance. A similar idea has been successfully employed in Costa Rica to mitigate negative impacts
of tourists on nesting green turtles (Jacobson and Robles,

t9e2).
Most participants were from Florida, and most lived in
the county in which the turtle watch was conducted. Increasing availability of the turtle watch program would enable
out-of-state tourists, who initially become aware of the
program during their visit to the coast, to have greater access.
Out-of-state tourists represent a large
of potential sea
Eroup

turtle conservation .advocates. In lieu of an immediate
increase in overall participation, we recommend that organizations conducting turtle watches make some provision to
ensllre greater access for out-of-state residents.

Group Approach and Positioning Around Turtle.
Current guidelines regarding timing of group approach and
positioning of the group around the turtle (Table 1) should
remain the same. Loggerhead turtles tend to be more susceptible to disturbance early in the nesting sequellce (Caldwell
et al., 1959; Margaritoulis, 1985). However, once oviposition begins, the turtle becomes less sensitive to disturbance,
probably because of hormonal changes (Guillette et al.,
1990), and the group may approach and remain a few meters

behind the turtle without causing her to abort the laying
At this distance most participants are able to adequately view the nesting turtle, and oviposition may be
easily observed. Respondents to the questionnaire did not
feel it was important for them to be allowed to move closer
to the turtle (Table 3).
Excctvation of Nest Chqmb As now stipulated in
FDEP guiCelines, turtle watch leaders may expose the nest
chamber prior to the arrival of the group so that participants
may observe the egg laying process. This should be done
without touching the turtle or allowing sand to fall into the

process.

chamber. Excavation of the egg chamber does not adversely

I-
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affect success of nests (Johnson et al., in press). No significant difference in hatchling production was found between
nests deposited by loggerheads observed by organized turtle
watch groups in which nests were excavated during the
turtle watch to reveal the egg chamber, as compared to nests
deposited by loggerheads not observed by turtle watch
groups.
Handling of Eggs.- Under the present guidelines a
single egg may be removed from the nest for participants to
handle (Table 1). Survey respondents ranked handling an
egg low on the possible list of enhancements (Table 3) and
expressed concern about possible detrimental effects. Given
the potential for egg handling to have a negative impact on

hatchling production, we recommend that an egg not be
removed from the nest. Passing an egg among participants
may inoculate the egg, and thus the entire nest, with microbes other than those found naturally in the nest. Microbial
infestation has been implicated as a cause for low hatching
success in sea turtle nests (Cornelius, 1986; Wyneken et al.,

1988). Eggs handled by turtle watch participants may also
become contaminated with insect repellents and cosmetics.

Nevertheless, no difference in hatchling production was
found between nests in which a single egg was passed among
participants in turtle watches and nests where no egg was
handled (Johnson et al., in press).
Use of Flash Photograph,v Current FDEP regulations forbid the use of lights for filming and taking of flash
photographs by participants; this should remain unchanged.
Respondents did not feel that flash photography was important for enhancing their turtle watching experience (Table
3). They expressed concern that such an activity might
frighten the nesting turtle. Other turtles attompting to nest in

the area of the turtle watch might also be affected by the
flashes of light. In addition to influencing the turtle, taking
of flash photographs by some participants would likely
offend others in the group and detract from the overall
ambience. Flash photography has been previously demonstrated to influence nesting behavior in green turtles
(Carnpbell, 1994). To satisfy the desire of some tourists to
have photographs of the turtle, slides and photos of nesting
sea turtles should be made available for purchase. Monies
from sales could be used to help expand the turtle watch
program or be directed toward other sea turtle conservation
efforts in Florida.
Respondents
Viewing a Video of a Nesting Turtle.
prior to
process
nesting
indicated that viewing a video of the
turtle
watching
going on the beach would enhance their
experience (Table 3). When possible, a video depicting all
phases of the nesting process should be shown to participants. This would make them aware of what to expect during
the actual event and ensure a consistent presentation of
accurate information regarding sea turtle biology and conservation as well as laws protecting sea turtles in Florida.
Although the chances of observing a nesting loggerhead are
quite good at many Florida beaches, a video would guarantee that participants were able to view the nesting process
even when a turtle was not found.
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CONCLUSION
When ecotourism on sea turtle nesting beaches is conproperly, both people and turtles benefit. The participant is provided with an opportunity to experience an unforgettable natural event. Ecotourism benefits sea turtles by
providing an economic incentive to protect nesting habitat
dr"rcted

and populations and by educating people about threats to the

survival of sea turtle species. Ecotourism activities at some
nesting beaches provide sustainable income for local residents (Zubieta et al., 1990; Jacobson and Robles , 1992).In
many countries, including Greece, Turkey, South Africa,

Mexico, Costa Rica, Malaysia, India, Australia, and the
USA,

sea

turtle nesting beaches already host active ecotourisrn

programs. Conservationists have expressed concern that
activities of tourists at nesting beaches be conducted in a
manner not detrimental to sea turtle reproductive success
(Arianoutsou, 1988; Agardy, 1992; Jacobson and Robles,
1992; Johnson et al., 1994, in press; Whitmore, 1994).
Public support for conservation efforts is essential for
the long term success of sea turtle conservation programs
(National Marine Fisheries Service and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1991). Florida's organized turtle watch program, and sirnilar programs around the world, are a lneaus
for garnering this support through education. However,
studies like those of Campbell (1994), Jacobson and Lopez
(1994), and Johnson et al. ( 1994, in press) should be conducted to evaluate guidelines regulating sea turtle ecotourism
programs before it is assumed that tourists are not jeopar drzing the resource that they have come to experience. Research
focusing on possible impacts of sea tuftle ecotourism activities
on other animal and plant species present on the same beaches
where such activities are conducted are also recommended.
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